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Graphene on Ru(0001) is contacted with Au tips of a cryogenic scanning tunneling microscope. The
formation and conductance of single-atom contacts vary within the moire´ unit cell. Density functional
calculations reveal that elastic distortions of the graphene lattice occur at contact due to a selectively
enhanced chemical reactivity of C atoms at hollow sites of Ru(0001). Concomitant quantum transport
calculations indicate that the graphene-Ru distance determines the conductance variations.
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Since the first reported preparation of freestanding gra-
phene in 2004 [1], many strikingly unusual properties of
this sp2-hybridized two-dimensional carbon crystal have
been unraveled. In particular, the extremely high charge
carrier mobility, the possibility to achieve ballistic electron
transport at room temperature, and the pronounced ambi-
polar electric field effect [1–4] make graphene a promising
candidate as a material for future electronic devices.
Graphene layers with a high degree of perfection may be
grown on crystal surfaces, where the interaction with
the substrate modifies its electronic properties to varying
degrees [5–11]. On most transition metals superstructures
occur and lead to periodic modulations of geometric, elec-
tronic, and bonding properties.
Here, we use a low-temperature scanning tunneling
microscope (STM) to probe, with atomic precision, the
conductance G ¼ I=V (I: current; V: sample voltage) of
junctions comprising a Au tip and a single graphene layer
on Ru(0001). On this substrate graphene forms a hexagonal
moire´ superstructure with a periodicity of  30 A, which
involves a buckling of the graphene sheet and a strongly
inhomogeneous electronic structure [8,12–14]. Increased
chemical reactivity in the strongly bound regions of the
moire´ superstructure has been shown by metal deposition,
leading to cluster formation in these regions [15–17]. As
these works addressed the final state of the reactions, they
do not show the actual reaction path and the role of the
chemically distinct components of the graphene sheet. Our
STM measurements directly probe the chemical reactivity
of graphene during bond formation and reveal its location
on the atomic scale. This is possible owing to significant
variations of the tip-graphene contact formation process
and of the conductance within the moire´ unit cell. A
smooth transition from tunneling to contact occurs in
regions where the graphene layer is buckled away from
the substrate, while in the strongly bound parts a jump to
contact is observed, similar to point contacts on pristine
noble metal surfaces [18,19]. This behavior can be traced
back to the different electronic structure and ultimately to
the different chemical reactivity of the graphene layer as
revealed by density functional theory (DFT).
Experiments were performed with a home-built STM,
operated at 5.2 K and in ultrahigh vacuum. Ru(0001)
surfaces were cleaned by Arþ bombardment and anneal-
ing. Graphene films were obtained by exposing the sample
to 6 104 Pa s of ethene at room temperature and sub-
sequent annealing to 1400 K. This procedure leads to a
partial coverage of Ru(0001) by highly ordered graphene
[see Fig. 1(a)]. Au tips were prepared by ex situ cutting,
in vacuo heating, and Arþ bombardment. The tips were
further formed by controlled contact to Ru(0001), thereby
depositing Au from the tip apex onto the surface. This
procedure was repeated until constant-current images of
single deposited Au atoms were symmetric and sharp, and
atomic resolution of graphene was reached, which indi-






















FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Constant-current STM image of
graphene on Ru(0001) (100 mV, 0.1 nA) showing the moire´
lattice (left-hand side) and a clean area of Ru(0001) (right-hand
side). Inset: Atomically resolved image (40 mV, 300 nA). The
black rectangle indicates the position in the moire´ unit cell
analyzed further below (Fig. 3). (b) Conductance versus tip
displacement curves (sample voltage 100 mV), obtained at the
indicated positions in the moire´ unit cell. For clarity, curves , ,
and  have been multiplied by factors of 2, 4, and 8. In regions 
and  a sharp jump to contact is observed, with respective
contact conductances of 0:8G0 and 0:43G0.
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experiments were performed by displacing the tip towards
the surface (positive displacement) and simultaneously
measuring the current. Despite the high currents, no sig-
nificant voltage drop occurred at the input impedance of
the current-to-voltage converter [20]. Imaging of the con-
tacted area prior to and after the contact ensured the
absence of structural changes of the sample or tip.
Calculations were performed with the VASP [21] package
based on DFT, which implements plane waves. The
projector-augmented wave method [22,23] is adopted to
accurately describe the valence electron-valence core in-
teraction. The plane-wave kinetic-energy cutoff was set to
300 eVand the Brillouin zone was sampled with a single k
point at its center. The exchange-correlation functional of
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE [24]) in the general-
ized gradient approximation framework was adopted. The
supercell consisting of 661 atoms had a ð11 11Þ lateral
periodicity and contained one layer of ð12 12Þ graphene
deposited on top of a three-layer slab of Ru atoms. The tip
cluster consisted of a pyramid containing 10 Au atoms and
was mounted on the reverse side of the metallic slab, so
that the graphene overlayer was contacted by the tip of
the adjacent supercell in the normal direction. The tip-
graphene interaction resulted from an extensive geometry
optimization of the graphene and the tip cluster for a set of
height values of the periodic supercell in the normal direc-
tion. The graphene layer, the uppermost Ru layer, and the
Au tip were free to relax until the self-consistent forces
reached 0:1 eV= A.
As graphene on Ru(0001) forms a moire´ superstructure
[9] (a high region  and two inequivalent low regions 
and ), conductance measurements are performed at dif-
ferent locations in the moire´ unit cell (Fig. 1). While in 
both C atoms of the graphene unit cell are visible in STM
images [25], in  and  only the C atoms at fcc and hcp
sites of Ru(0001) show contrast. The corrugation of the
graphene film leads to varying graphene-Ru distances.
According to calculations [25], these distances are 3.7 A˚,
2.2 A˚, and 2.3 A˚ in , , and , respectively.
Conductance data are displayed in Fig. 1(b). In region 
the conductance changes smoothly from tunneling to con-
tact. The conductance at contact never rises above an
exponential extrapolation of the tunneling conductance at
small displacements. Moreover, the conductance values
observed here are the lowest within the moire´ unit cell
and typically do not exceed 0:3G0 (G0 ¼ 2e2=h, e: elec-
tron charge; h: Planck’s constant), provided the tip is
atomically sharp and the tip approach is stopped before
inelastic deformations occur. In contrast, in the  and 
regions an abrupt jump from tunneling to contact is found.
The contact conductance of the  region varies between
0:4G0 and 0:8G0, while larger values between 0:5G0 and
1G0 are obtained in the  region. The precise conductance
values depend on the specific tip and are reproducible
for a given tip. Importantly, for every tip the contact
conductance is lower in  than in . In a rim around the
 region () a smooth transition from tunneling to contact
occurs. Conductances are higher than at  positions, and
the conductance rises well above the exponentially ex-
trapolated tunneling conductance. In all parts of the unit
cell the conductance keeps increasing at a rate which is tip
dependent upon approaching the tip beyond the formation
of a contact.
A jump to contact is typically observed in similar experi-
ments on noble metal surfaces [18,26], where atoms are
transferred from the tip to the sample. In contrast, no
material transfer is observed in contacting any region of
the graphene moire´ unit cell. Moreover, the tip is not
altered after such a contact experiment, as inferred from
identical topographs recorded before and after contact
experiments. The jump to contact, therefore, appears to
essentially reflect an elastic deformation of the graphene
layer and the tip. The conductances measured from epitax-
ial graphene may be compared to values from molecular
junctions. The conductance of a single atom contact to a
C60 molecule on Cu(100) [27,28] is similar to the conduc-
tance at  positions observed here. At the  positions,
G  G0 approaches values reported from a Pt-benzene-Pt
junction [29].
To gain further insight into the variation of the contact
conductances, a chain model was employed to calculate
conductances for different regions of the moire´ unit cell
(Fig. 2). For the transport calculations the TRANSIESTA
package [30,31] was used. The substrate was modeled by
a semi-infinite chain of Ru atoms, separated by 2.724 A˚
from each other, which is the Ru nearest neighbor distance
in bulk material. Graphene was modeled by a ð4 4Þ
periodic graphene patch perpendicular to the Ru chain
(with the chain below the center of a C ring) at three
FIG. 2 (color online). Zero-bias conductance through a gra-
phene sheet calculated from a chain model (inset). Conductances
were evaluated at three Ru-graphene distances, which were
determined from large-scale DFT calculations [25] of the moire´
pattern. For each graphene-Ru distance the graphene-Au dis-
tance was varied to mimic the experiments. The sequence of
conductances observed in the experiments [, ,  in Fig. 1(b)]
is reproduced.




different separations to mimic the different regions of the
moire´ unit cell (, , ). The graphene-Ru distances were
obtained from large-scale DFT calculations of the whole
moire´ unit cell [25]. The tip was modeled by a semi-infinite
chain of Au atoms (spaced by 2.949 A˚), collinear to the Ru
chain above the graphene patch at varying distances, to
mimic the tip approach. The zero-bias conductance was
calculated for the three graphene-Ru distances and a num-
ber of graphene-tip distances. The sequence of conductan-
ces observed in the experiment [, ,  in Fig. 1(b)] is
reproduced from this model. As the model reduces the
differences of the moire´ regions to different graphene-Ru
distances, the variation of the contact conductance can be
partially attributed to this effect.
To further investigate the intriguing jump to contact
behavior in  and , experiments with atomic precision
were performed. Figure 3 shows conductance versus tip
displacement curves obtained at different atomic positions
in . While the positions of the C atoms at hcp sites of Ru
(0001) (hcp-C) are directly observable in the STM topo-
graph (Fig. 3, inset), the positions of the C atoms at the top
sites (top-C) were obtained as follows. The graphene unit
cell contains two C atoms, defining two hexagonal sub-
lattices, A and B. C atoms of sublattice A (B) are at hcp
(top) sites in  and at top (fcc) sites in . Thus, by
expanding sublattice A, which is visible in , over region
, the positions of top-C in that region are known. While
the contact conductances are similar within 10% regardless
of the precise position of the measurement, the tip
displacement at which contact is formed varies strongly.
A jump to contact occurs at significantly smaller tip
displacements (z) when contacting hcp-C as compared
to other positions. Measurements performed at signifi-
cantly higher time resolutions show that the transition
occurs on a time scale of less than 500 ns, which corrob-
orates the interpretation of the jump to contact in terms of a
sudden rearrangement of atomic positions [18].
To address the nanomechanics involved, DFT calcula-
tions of the entire contact (tip, graphene, and three-layer
slab of Ru) were performed (Fig. 4). Zero tip displacement
is defined by the largest calculated tip-sample separation.
Like in the experiments, a reduction of this separation is
defined as positive tip displacement. When approaching
the tip above hcp-C (red dot, directly below the tip, left
panels), this atom moves up towards the tip by more than
0.4 A˚, while the height of the neighboring top-C (orange
circle) is only slightly disturbed. The bond length between
the tip-apex atom and hcp-C corresponds to the average
Au-Au and C-C bond length, when the hcp-C atom is lifted
up; thus, we associate this lifting with contact formation.
This happens at tip displacements below 1 A˚. Approaching
above top-C (right panels) or at the center of a C ring (not
shown), the tip-apex atom moves sideways towards hcp-C
and forms a contact to it. Hcp-C is pulled upwards to the tip
by more than 0.2 A˚ during this process, at tip displace-

















FIG. 3 (color online). Conductance versus tip displacement
curves (100 mV), obtained with atomic lateral precision at the
indicated positions in the  region. The tip was approached over
50 steps in  0:5 s, and the current was recorded at a sampling
frequency of 1 MHz. For clarity, only 1 out of 30 data points is
shown. Inset: atomically resolved constant-current STM image
of . While similar contact conductances are found throughout 
(0:72G0 for top-C and 0:78G0 for hcp-C), the jump to contact
occurs at distinctly different tip displacements, with a z 
0:2 A offset between the indicated positions. Experiments at 
yielded similar results. Some oscillations between tunneling and
contact are attributed to small mechanical vibrations of the STM.
FIG. 4 (color online). Top diagrams: Relaxed structures of
graphene and Au tip contacting the  region at hcp-C (left
diagram, red dot, directly below the tip) and at top-C (right
diagram, orange circle) as calculated by DFT for the whole
moire´ unit cell including a three-layer Ru slab, graphene, and
the tip. These geometries show the maximum C-atom elevation.
Bottom diagrams: Heights of hcp-C (red dots) and top-C (orange
circles) relative to the height of hcp-C for zero tip displacement
(defined as the largest calculated tip-sample separation).
Approaching the tip above hcp-C, hcp-C is lifted while top-C
moves slightly. Approaching above top-C, the tip bends side-
ways towards hcp-C, which in turn moves up and forms the
contact. Simultaneously, top-C is repelled. A tip approach
towards hcp-C leads to significant lifting of hcp-C for a tip
displacement below 1 A˚, while this displacement exceeds 2 A˚ for
an approach towards top-C.




moves upwards, but then is repelled as the tip bends side-
ways and a bond between the tip and hcp-C is formed. We
associate the upwards movement of hcp-C with the jump to
contact in the experiments. Thus, the jump to contact at
larger tip-sample separation at the hcp-C position is repro-
duced by the calculations. Despite this qualitative agree-
ment, there are quantitative differences. While the jump to
contact at top-C and hcp-C sites occurs at tip-sample
distances differing by more than 1 A in the calculations,
this difference is smaller in the experiments (z  0:2 A,
with tip-dependent variations).
The results may be discussed in terms of local variations
of the chemical reactivity towards the Au tip. Enhanced
reactivity, i.e., the affinity to form a chemical bond, is
sharply localized to C atoms at hcp or fcc sites of Ru
(0001). This enhancement results from the varying hybrid-
ization of C atoms at different unit cell positions [25,32].
In low regions of the moire´ pattern the top-C atoms bind
strongly to the surface, transforming the hybridization of
the graphene orbitals from sp2 to sp3 and fully occupying
them. This leaves a dangling bond at the hcp-C (fcc-C), as
revealed by electronic structure calculations [25]. Such
dangling bonds correspond to a localized chemical reac-
tivity [33]. The motion of hcp-C (fcc-C) towards a tip atom
is facilitated as this motion drives its bond angles in the
graphene layer towards tetrahedral sp3 angles. In the high
regions the short-range effect of Ru(0001) is limited and
the sp2 hybridization of graphene is unchanged; thus, no
enhanced chemical reactivity can be observed.
In conclusion, graphene on Ru(0001) shows strong lat-
eral inhomogeneities of contact formation and contact
conductance in STM experiments over the moire´ unit
cell. These variations were analyzed by calculations of
the geometric structure and the electron transport. We
find that a contact is always formed to those C atoms which
reside on hollow sites of the Ru (hcp-C and fcc-C), which
reflects a locally enhanced chemical reactivity at these
C atoms. The contact conductance modulation over the
moire´ unit cell is shown to result from the variation of
the graphene-Ru distance within the unit cell, revealing the
active role of the underlying Ru surface in locally changing
the hybridization of the graphene atoms.
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